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Alums to Speak o.;, Natural Science Careers
by Judy Macior
On Wednesday. March 21. the
Alumni Job Network will present
a program on " Careers in the
Natural Sciences" featuring UNI
alums discussing their fields . The
program is from 1-3 p.m. in
CC-215.
The Northeastern graduates
who have donated their time to
parti £ipate in the program
represent the areas of biology.
chemistry. physics. geography.

and earth science. UNI alums
Esther Eisenhut. of Grant
Hospital: Mike Mydill. of the
Michael Reese Hospital : and
Phillip Hanson. of the Field
Museum of Natural History. will
speak about their careers in
biology . Representing the
chemistry field are graduates
Mjriam Ballweg of Searl Drug
and Marilyn Waxberg of McGaw
Lab. Rudy Guzik of Bell and
Howell and Howard Elovitz from
the Tek Tronix will discuss

careers in physics. Geography
grads Ken Drueger of the
Chicago Botannical Gardens and
Kristina Denting from . the
Chicago Transportation Study
wifl' speak on their jobs. Andrea
Fein of Amoco Production and
Paul Sipiera from William
Rainey Harper College will speak
about their careers in the Earth
Science field.
The purpose of the program is
to present information on

UNI might be helpful for students
interested in these areas. and
specifically what skills. needs, ·
and aptitudes a person would bring to that area. Although
specific job opportunities are not
part of the format, this program
•could serve as a useful source of
information to students and
.alums.

specific career fields through an
overview session _. and small
group presentations. The program is co-sponsored by the
Alumni Association and the
Career Services Office. and
Alumni Office.

Past programs have included
an overview"f each field, a discussion on the educational levels.
Admission is free and open to
role models. job sources in the
field. how helpful grad school is all members of the Northeastern
in their fields, what courses at · community.

/

Theater tickets available

- Performance:

Do you want Plitt theater
tickets for $2.00 a piecewith a
service charge of 10 cents attached?

Ugly

Do vou desire free tickets to
CCAB' s events upon display of
a valid UNI I.D.? If so.
saunter down the hallway to
the CCAB Box Office and assert your right to utilize these
and other services.

Pieces
ferent activities were being
pulled together for one purpose.
to open a show.
·
The show was Ugly Pieces,
which was a conglamoration of 3
short plays. These were : The
Lovliest Afternoon of the Year;
Home Free; and T he
Transfiguration of Benno Blimpie. not fluffy comedies or sweet
love stories. It would be
stretching the truth if I said that
they were entertaining in the conventional sense of the word. Ugly
Pieces, however. was an interesting, enlightening, and very
sensitive group of short avante
garde type of plays. Performed
by nine people, who gave new
, After my astonishment passed. shades of meaning to each rendiI met a group of about 20 people. · lion by means· of - their own
People who were working their personal skill and interpretation.
tails off. climbing ladders. mov- This combined with stage crews
- ing pr9ps, hammering wood. and and lighting technicians jmagina~
rehearsing lines along with lion and efforts gave way to a
varied other duties . All these dif- new pv · ;tiM experience for me
About 3 w~ks. ago. as I w'as
hurtling blindly from class to
class. it happened. I stumbled into a strange little place in the far
No rthwest corner of the campus.
It was sandwiched between the
Security Building and Classroom
Building. I had never been there
before. in• fact. I never saw it
before. It was unlike any place
I'd seen on this campus since I
started in September. I wasn' t
swamped by pushing. shoving indifferent strangers. My mind was
not being accosted by unwanted
opinions. idle chatter. or textbook knowledge. It was totally
fascinating!

Free film tickets go on sale
one week before the screening
date . other event tickets are

staff of four students. These
students provide services to
you by means of your Student
Activities fees.
The Box Office will save you
time, money and provide information about CCAB activities if you decide to utilize
their services. This ticket outlet is located adjacent to the
Golden Eagles Buffeteria
acrows from the Book Nook.
Call Rochelle Michael at ext.
':IJ7 if you need more infonnation.

available two weeks before
the performance date. To
purchase these tickets. vis_it
the Box Office any weekday
from 10 :00-6:00 p.m . and from
10 :00 a.m . to 8:00 p.m . on the
day of the event.
These improved services
are brought to you courtesy of
CCAB' s program Advisor.
Janice Dawson. who
negotiated a contr~ct for a
civil servant to-act as a progressional supervisor to maintain an efficient and effective

as a s_tudent at UNI , and as a publically congratulated as well
person.
as acknowledged for their efforts
This articJe is for others, like in the production of Ugly Pieces
me, hurriedly wentfrom class to are :
class, to work. to home ... etc!
Take a minute or two out of your
The Performers : Jerry
hectic day and look hiird at the
Browne, Gregorey E . Czapla,
Northwest corner of our campus.
Tim Dienes . Beth Fahey. Bob
There you'll find a friendly. hard- Leff. Janet E. Moran. Andrea
working group of people. working . Reichhardt, Patti S. Shore. and
to present you with some really
Richard Hesler--Director.
great -entertainment. What --Set Design: Gary Dunlap
makes it even better is that it
Costume Design: Cynthia
won' t cost you anything. since
Zakrzewski
you are a student of UNI. Start Lighting: Kevin R. Geiger
taking advantage of some of the Stage Manager: Sandra
priviledges of being a student at Buckman
U N I a .s w e 11 a s t h e Stage (:rew: Gary Dunlap. Mary
responsibilities.
Maldonaldo, Debbie Pekin
People .. woo should be
Make-Up: Kate Gianaris

House Manager: Kevin R. Geiger
Publicity & Box-Office: Tim Dieness. Steven Fedoruk. Bob
Kaczor. Parri S. Shore
Relevant theatre information:
UNI Children' s Theatre is now
presenting Greensleeve' s Magic,
Directed bySteven Fedoruk. presented on March 16, 19. 21, 23,
26, 28, and 30. April 2, 4, 6, 9, and
11, · at 10 :30 a.m. in the UNI
Auditorium admission for non!students is 50cents.
Plays coming soon to the Stage
Center are: What the Butler
Saw; When You Comin' Back ;
Red Ryder ; . and the Day of .
Judgement. For more info., call
the box office. It is open to one
and all.
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Business
AndEng1..IS h
Dear Business Majors:
For those B&MGT majors who
are cursing t'1e thought of having
to take an English Competency
Exam. this article may have
some shocking news . Up to now.
we business students thought that
all we had to know were standard
deviations. debit and credits.
break-even points. and the fundamentals of market segmentation in order to be ready for the
business world. We didn"t have to
concern ourselves with commas.
periods. and complete sentences.
right? Wrong. Wrong. according
to Mr. J . Michael Maloney. and
· Mr . Felix Burrows of the
American Marketing Association.
Both Mr. Maloney and Mr .
Burrows addressed several students on Thursday. March 8th.
After a presentation on various
marketing careers and the
AMA's student membership program. a question and answer
period followed . Formost in the
minds of students was where are
the jobs and what qualifications
are needed . The speakers cited
good grades. common sense_ f ~d
work experience as key · attributes. but when one student
asked what academic courses
are most helpful. I was shocked
to hear their answer. Exepcting
to hear something like Advanced

Statistics. or Advanced Case
Analysis. their answer ( besides
others \ was : English courses.
These
experienced marketing
professionals couldn· t stress
enough the importance of good
communication skills in the field
of marketing.
Obviously the B&MGT Department feels the same way . The department has instituted the requirement of passing the English
Competency Exam or earn a
grade of ··B.. or better in Eng-IOI
or Eng-102 . This applies to all students entering the department a,
of 1976. including transfer stu
dents and re-admission students.
So the next time our professors
hand back our papers with red
markings all over them. correcting our grammatical errors t I
mean .. errors! ·· \ maybe we
should pay more attention to
them. After all most of us are in
school to prepare ourselves for a
career. What is the purpose of
mastering break-even analyses.
or market variables. if we can' t
present our thoughts dearly and
accurately to someone -.vho·
wants to know? So pull out the
English Grammar book and prepare yourself to let the business
world know what you have to offer .
Anne Weitzberg

adults ! Use this opportunity to let
"DOG DAY AFTERNOON.. the .. child'" in you loose in the unwill be shown twice at UNI' this ique event : PLAYFAIR '. This inweek . This is a UNICORN triguing event will be held in
FILMS and ROLL· EM PRODUC- Alumni Hall on March 22 from
TIONS joint presentation. The 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. 1Thursday1 .
BOX OFFICE will have tickets Don"t mi ss this change to express
available at the beginning of the yo u rself c r ea ti vely' Fre e
week.
y ourself f r o m r o ut i n e
UNICORN FILMS will present responsibilities. Be spontaneous
" DOG DAY AFTERNOON.. in and have fun !
In com ing weeks. CCAB will be
the Auditorium ( instead of the
Unicorn ) at 12:00 noon on March prese nting "MURDER BY
20. ROLL' EM PRODUCTIONS DEATH .. which will have fine ac- will have the second showing on . tors and actresses: Nancy·
March 21. 7:00 p.m. in the Walker. Peter Falk . David
Niven. and Peter _ Sellers plus
Auditorium.
.. DOG DAY AFTERNOON.. is others who will provide suspense
a dramatic story of a man. Son- and comedy to a UNI audience on
ny. who is confused about his life. March 28 in the Auditorium at
.
He has an unhappy wife. debts . 7: 00p.m .
Unicorn Films presents
and a male -lover desperate for a
sex change· operation
what " JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR"
can he do to solve his problems? in the Unicorn at I :00 p.m. This
Sonny. played magnificently by magnificent film version of the
Al Paci no. thinks he has a solu- incompara.b1e rock opera will be
·tion . simply stage a bank robbery shown on March 27.
We. the members of the Comwith a friend' The rest of the
movie will be unforgettable and muter Center Acti vities Board
will keep you savoring each hope that you have enjoyed our
our events to this point. and will
minute' R-rated.
There will be a Commuter continue to . attend our events.
Center Activities Board (CCAB \ Summer planning will take place
Meeting above. the Book Nook on soon: you r participation in and
March20at 1:00p.m. (Tuesday\. suggestions for events-- are
The main topic on the agenda will welcomed by the Board. Call or
be on the development of this visit CCAB. We are above the
year·s SUMMER COMMITTEE
Book Nook ( Ext. 505) .
The purpo~ of tne Retreat was
Play time returns for UNI
By Richard Vega

----------~-~------------,

Mini
Quiz

EXOTIC JOBS!
Lake Tahoe Call

Little exp. Fantastic tips (pay)
$1 700-$ 4000 summer
35.000 people needed in
casinos. restaurants.
ranches. cruisers. river rafts!
Send $3.95 for info. · to
LAKEWORLD ES, Box
60129, Sacto, CA 95860.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

This week . SURVEY ' 79 offers its mini q~stionnaire column to the
Student Advocates of Northeastern S*A*N*E\. Your answe~ to _thel
following questions will be most appreciated by that organu:abon.l
Tear off completed questionnaire.and drop it in any SURVEY '79 dropt
box.
I

I
I
21
I
I 3)---------------------·
What are the three main problems of Northeastern?

ll-----------------------:-----,

SAILBOATS! CRUISE
SHIPS! No exp. High Pay.
See Carribean, Hawaii .
Europe , World! Summer
Career. Send $3.95 for info.
to SEAWORLD, ES. Box
60129, Sacto. Cal 95860.

How do you think these problems can be resolved?

What type of services would you like to see offered at Northeastern?

What services on campus would you like to see improved?

'·--------------------------1
,I

Student Senate
Hold
Retreat in Woodstock
l

'

to ge t to know our - fellow
Senators and to get the fowidation set for the drafting of a new
Constitution.
A .. blue-ribbon.. committee
was formed to go over a proposed
Constitution. and the rest, of the
group worked on 2(J points that
we fe lt we re vague and/or weak
in the present Constitution.
The "blue-ribbon" committee
worked extremely hard and
came up with two possible outlooks for the proposed Constitution to come up with - one as regards to separating the executive
branch of the Senate and the Student Senate itself. the othe'r just
leaves everything about the same
• but revises and updates the
Constitution. Unfortunately .
although we have the basic
· ground - work done for both O.!,ltlooks. more discussion will have
to occur first. since we cane up
with an 8-8 split ( this vote
counted only the current Student
Senate m embers present\ .
The g.roup working on the 20
points did quite a lot of work also.
One of the long discussions of
that group dealt with the inactive
Student Activity Council. One of
the recommended proposals was
that the Student Activity Council
and the Student Fees Advisory
Committee be incorporated. with
the election responsibilities reverting back to the" Sena te. We
also discussed in length the
Charter Review Board and approved of a Charter Board
Revision Committee to look into
the possibility of shortening the
Charter Board Policy and revamping the Charter Review Board.
Although the food left a lot to
be desired . the Retreat was a
great success . This year's
Senators really worked well
together so I think we should be
able to get a lot done this year.
· On March 9-11. the Student

Senate ha d a Retreat . All new
and old Senators were invited to
attend as well as other invited
guests .
It was a great opportunity for
the Senators to get to know one
another . We were scheduled to

arrive in Woods!ock at 6 p.m ..
Fr-iday. however due to some
very strange directions. which
entailed one group of people getting lost up in Kenosha .
Wisconsin . most of the group
didn' t make it until later.

P ~ , the officially reeopi7.ed student newspaper 111rving Northeastern' Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago, Ill.
•60625, is published each Friday during the regular ~emic year.
Material published herein is not to be confused with views expressed
by the university administration.
The editors have iole authority governing ail material submitted
and ~rve..the right to edit copy. Editing implies t hat editors need
not accep~ all submitted material. Good jour nalistic standards will
be maintained.
'
·
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday, 12:00 noon, for t he
following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed. Late copy or material
ttiat does not conform to the standards set fort h under Print
publication policy will be bandied accordingly by the editors. The
editors will publish, at their discretion, any letters to the editor, an-·
nouncementa, articles, photos, advertisin,r or other submitted material.
Readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor. Unsigned_
h!tters will not be published, but names will be withheld and remain
confidential upon request. Ohscenties are discouraged.
'rhe office of the Print is open daily and is located in room E-049,
north of the cafeteria. Our telephone number is 583-4o50, extensions
508 and 509, and 510. After 9:00 p.m. or after the switchboard is
closed, call direct 583-4065.

Editor-in-chief .... . . ..... . .. : ... . . . . . . . . .... Tom Grossmayer
Associate editor ....... .. .. ..... . . . ........ . ...... Sue Zelikow
Managing Editor . .. ... ... .... ." ......... ......... Duane Cerny
Co-Sports Editor ........... . .. . . . . John Stepal. Dick Quagliano
Business Manager . . . . .. . ......... . .... : . .. ..... . . Dave Bachi
Graphic Editor ..... . .. .. .. ... . . .. ... ... .. ....... Mark Schultz
Photo E ditor . . . .... . .... . ........ . .. . . .. George L. Raiman Jr.
Faculty Advisor .......................... . . .... . .Tom Hoberg _
Staff: Nick Calogeropoulos. Dan Pearson. Sue Nicol. Rod Mark,
Richard Vega
Photographers : Claire Costello. Dave Doehler

I'

•·

Wanted By Follett Publishing Compa,n y
Nonfiction ·Man11scripts of General ·Interest.
Als<) juvenile and young adult t itles ( fiction and
n<)n fiction). See Elaine Goldberg and Jim Roginski
at FOLLETTS . BOOI<- _N OOK, Monday, March 26 ,
fro111 10:00 a.111. to 4:00 p.m.

Once more we present another
brief guide of the coming weeks
hi ghlight s of our scheduled programs. The bulk of our progra mming however. is based on a freeformat which allows the prQ:
gramme r to experiment with
different types of music and information and va rious combinations of ideas.
We are currently on the air
from 11 a .m. - 10 p.m. MondayFriday and 10 a.m .-10 p.m. on the
weekends . We welcome your
comments and ideas. We can be
reached a t x518.
FRIDAY MARCH 16
At 2 p.m. each Friday afternoon you can listen to a true com-

~IG HTMARE" . New wave combined with old wave and
medium aged wave as well . ~ot
fo r pun~s only .. . Until 3 p.m.
At 6 p. m. be sure to make a
strong effort to check out the
" WOMEN WITH. WI NGS
SHOW" . It is our intention to provide our listeners with music that
reflects women positively.
women by music that is rarely
promoted by commercial stations. and to make the airwaves
accessible to women whose
voices have not been heard and
munity program as . the Gray whose culture to a- large extent
Panther Radio Collective broad- has been ignored. Until 10 p.m.
casts thei r .. NOT FOR SENIORS MONDAY MARCH 19
ONLY" show. The show is proAt 3 p. m .. tune in WZRD for an
duced each week right here at interest i ng look at
WZRD totally by the Collective. " TRAVELING THROUGH THE
Features include news and com- CITY". Everyone knows getting
mentary; music; interviews with around in, the city is a problem.
community members ; reports on · but most people don·t know why.
Gray Panther activities and com- Most live too far from where they
munity announcements. Until work or where they buy their
groceries . . so they can·t walk.
3:30p.m .
How can we solve the problems '
SUNDAY MARCH 18
Beg inning our morning and of mass transpo rtat ion in
hopefully, yours will be a show Ameri ca's cities? These are the
which is designed to lift your issues of this program. 30 min.
At 7 _p.m.. you may be in,
spirits. Progressive comedy will
be featured from 10-12 noon.
terested in getting a lesson from
At 12 noon it's time for the out- Dr. Sol Gormon on "SEX
rageous .. SUNDAY MORNING EDUCATION" . Dr . Gorman is

Farewell Bob
by Siddy Ziegler
Bob Kosinski. the president of
the Student Senate. past editor of
the Print and rather a household
word at Northeastern will be
graduating this spring.
Bob has been a power at UNI
since he began in May of ' 74 . He
is subdued. intelligent. Decked in
blue jeans he shows no pretenses.
yet the school is at his fingertips .

Bob's involvement began when
he first saw a notice in the Print
that writers were needed. .
.. I was apathetic activity-wise
in high school and I really joined
the paper to meet people because
I was new to the school. " he said.
Little did he know that his first
story would appear on the front
page or that soon he would be doing 4 to 5 articles a wrek. Bob

became totally dedicated to the
paper and when in December of
·74 elections were held for editor.
he easily won and held the position for the next three years.
Bob's interests also included
the Student Senate. In Feb. of ' 75
only 8 people wanted to be
senators and the Senate had to
appoint the other four. Because
of his good standing, Bob was one
of those appointed.
Although the rest of the school
didn' t seem to realize the importance of th~ Senate, Bob did.
He began a series _of articles

<

the country ' s leading sex
educa tor. With his sense of
humor. he takes us on a tour of
some of the prevalent misconceptions a nd hang-ups about sex and
should hel p give you a better understanding of your own feelings
on the subject. About 50 minut es.
TUESDAY MARCH 20
From 11-1 p.m. tune in 88.3 FM
for a listen to .. JAZZ ALIVE" .
Today we will feature music
from the Big Bands over a three
decade period.
At 4 p.m .. WZRD will present a
program which will examine our
cur rent economic system and attempt to give us some answers as
to "WHAT IS CAPITALISM?".
We all know that this is a
capitalist economy. but many of
us don·t realize that it is based on
continuous growth. and maximizing profits : unemployment) sexism and racism : control of the
workpl a ce : was te a nd obsolescence . It also means a way
of life. How do all of these elements fit together? Tune in ... 30
minutes .
WEDNESDAY MARCH 21
Tune in the Wizard at 7 p.m. for
an i n teresti n g look at
" AME R ICA ' S WORK ING
CLASS" . Sidney Peck. Professor

of Sociology at Clark University.
exa mines the contemporary
labor , scene. the character . of
America·s working class and its
organized component. the labor
movement. He assesses some of
the changes in the composition of
today's labor force and. discusses
current issues concerning working class consciousness ... 50
minutes .
'
THURSDAY MARCH 22
From 11-1 p.m. tune in " J azz
Alive". Today the music of Oscar
Peterson will be featured .
At 4 p.m .. WZRD will present a
show on .. POLITICAL MIME" .
The San F rancisco Mime Troupe
who perfor m comic melodrama
using songs. dance and dialog.
along with the United Mime
Workers of Champaign. II. . will
discuss their own styles of work
and their politics. 30 minutes.
At 9 p.m.. you' ll be very
tempted to hear Edga r Allen
Poe·s " THE TELL -TALE
HEART". This is an excellent
production of Poe' s fa mous
story . which is produced by the
Performing Arts Program of the
Evergreen State College in
Olympia Washington. which· has
resulted in a very good radio
drama . About 25 minutes.

describing happenings at meetings a nd emphasizing the importance of the Senate. When
elections came around the following year. 22 candidates ran and
out of the 12 winners. Bob came
in second.
His popularity not only lies in
talent. but also in his understanding and patience with people.
.. My business is to listen to
people ... hear them out...! like to
satisfy people without compromising my own principles" he
said.
In April of ' 77, Bob spent 3

month in the hospital where he'
had open heart surgery. He had
had rheumatic fever as a child
and his right valve had later deteriorated. His dedi cation
showed through even at 'this
crucial point in his life.
"I wasQ' t going to let that stop
me. My friends visited me every '
day and I still gave advise to both
the1 Sena te and the Print. . I
wanted to serve a purpose other .
than just getting a degree. My
surgery was my only gap in total
participation at Northeastern ...
said Bob.
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an.n ·oan·e emellts
Compiled by Debbie Jo Byron

March 19
'

March 22
MARCH 22 : Department Student Recital; 1 p.m .. RoomA-131.

MARCH 19. 21. 23 : Children's Theatre in "Greensleeves· Magic" :
10 :30 a .m .. University Auditorium ; admission 50 cents; reservations
at 583-4050. ext. 521 or 524.

There will be a meeting of the FOIL and SABER fencing club on
Thursday. March 22. 1979. at 1 p.m. in the science building room S-311.
All members and interested students are welcome .

MARCH 19 : Lecture. "The Politics of Yiddish Literature in the 19th
Century." by Ellen Cannon. Jewish Forum Lecture Series: Commuter Center. RoomCC-217. 7:30p.m .

INDEPENDENT CLUB BOARD will meet Thursday. March 22 at 1
p.m. in room E214. Election for chairperson will be held. It it impor~
tant for all clubs to be represented at all meetings.

MARCH 20: Brass ensemble. Harold Harmon. director: 1 p.m .. Room
1-002.

S.A.M. Announcement : Mr. Al · Fontenot. a product ·Marketing
Manager .at Playskool Co .. will address students on ·.. career Opportunities in Marketing." on Thursday. March 22 in CC-217 au p.m.
Please come.

March 20

\

"The Problems of Working Women." will be the topic for the next
Brown Bag Seminar to be held Tuesday. March 20 at l p.m . in CC-216.
The Women' s Studies Program is .sponsoring this discussion . which
will be of special interest to women on the civil service staff. Discussion leaders will be Dr. Mary Ann Schwartz. President of the AFT
union ~ n campus. and Ms. Bronwen Zwirner of the executive board of
. the C~lition of Labor Union Women. who works for the education de- ·
partment of the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union .
Dr. Sandra Styer of Early Childhood Education will chair the meeting.

,., Interpreters Theatr:e will proudly present their Poe*Poree show.
James Hilton' s Lost Horizon. on Thursday. March 22. 1979 at 1 p.m.
and again at 7:30 p.m . and on Saturday. March 24. 1979 at 7:30 p.m . in
the Stage Center. Jerome D. Bloo'm directs. Come and enjoy the
enchanting legend of Shan~i-la unfold before your eyes. Admission is
free to all .
·

.

March 23

Dr. William Bart. Associate Professor of Educational Psychology at
the University of Minnesota will give a presentation on "Thinking
Among Chicago Adolescents." at 4 p.m .. Tuesday. March 20 in the
Commuter Center. Room 217. ,

MARCH 23: Ensemble Espanol. Special Youth concert for elementary
and secondary school students : 12: 15-1 :30 p.m .. University
Auditorium . Admission $1 : reservations 5834050. ext . 666.
·There are 2 positions available on the CHARTER REVIEW BOARD
and 2 positions available on the STUDENT FEES AND ALLOCATIONS COMMITTEE. Any interested students should contact
William J . Rzepka in room E-210 or at ext. 501 on or before March 26.
1979.

·u there are any questions please contact Dr. Jean Carlson. ext . 8.131
or br. Richard Brewer ext. 8.132.
The Spanish Club invites you to a lecture on THE CONTEMPORARY
URBAN · MEXICAN WOMAN to be given by Ci via M. Tuteur of
Roosevelt University on Tues. March 20 at l p.m. in Roor'n 2-044.

What to watch for ...

March 21

.~

The Interpreters Theatre will be holding a COFFEE HOUR o~ ~ednesday, March 21. 1979 from 7-10 p.m. in CC216. Bring a favorite poem
or a passage from a book to read and share with others. or just stop by
to relax and unwind from classes. It's a great way to meet new people.
Refreshments will be served.
The Interpreters Theatre will also be holding open auditions for
their spring Poe•Poree show on Wednesday. March 21. 1979 and
Thursday. March 22, 1979 fro!113-5 pm in the Stage Center. The Stage
Center is located along Bryn Mawr at Central Park.
MARCH 21 : Jazz Lab Band. 2 p.m . ; Auditorium.
Early Childhood Education Majors who are in their senior year and
tiave completed all requirements and who wish to apply for
PRACTICUM must attend one of the following meetings: Wednesday.
March 21 at 1 p.m . in Room 3_--096 ; Monday. March 26 at 10 a .m . in
Room 3-096. No applications will be accepted for September. 1979
PRACTICUM after March 26.
On Wednesday. March 21. 1979 the Alumni Job Network will present a

program on Careers in the Natural Sciences featuring UNI alums discussing their areas. The program will be from 1-3 in CC-215. All memhers of the UNI community are encouraged to attend. The program
could be especially valuable to students in the fields of biology.
chemistry, physics. geography. and earth science. •

PII
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·
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The w·o men' s Studies Board announces that its annmtl election is set
for March 28 and 29. with March 21 the deadline for applications to be
turned in to C-520. The following positions will be up for re-election : 5
students. 3 faculty. 2 civil service. l at-large. On both days. elections
will be held in the Village Square between 12 and 2 and in C-520
between 10-12 and 2-4 . Sample ballots will be available for inspection
after March 21 as will the applications of all people running in the
election. Ballots will be counted in C-505 at 4 p. m. Thursday. March 29.
The Women's Studies Board is the academic counterpart of the
Women' s Services Board. (which is con~erned with support services
to women students) . The Women' s Studies Board is concerned with
such things as cross-listing courses. supervising the Women's Studies
Minor. sponsoring teaching and research on women. and generally
promoting non-sexist education. The only requirements are an interest in feminist education and regular attendance at ~rd meetings
on Fridays. 1-2 p.m. All members of the university are encouraged to
apply. but we are especially eager to get students and staff who are
committee to women' s studies . The entire university community is
eligible to vote . The elections committee consists of Angeleina
Pedroso. arah Hoagland. and Valli Opsahl.
·
Students and f,i culty interested in having a book for · adults or
children published can discuss their proposals with representatives
from Follett Publishing Company. March 26. in the Follett Book Nook .
Elaine Goldberg. Managing Editor of the General Books Division.
and James Roginski. Director of Library Promotion. will be in the
Book Nook from 10 a .m . to 4 p.m .. Goldberg is seeking non-fiction
manuscripts or non-fiction for children. juveniles. and young adults.
Sample Follett books wilt be on display and catalogs available.

~-----------------------------~---~--------,
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H'llLEL
.A new group wisl:les to invite you to a Purim
Party ,featuring food and entertainment (a hypnotist).

Thursday, March 22, 1'9 79 at 1 p.m.
, Room CC-216

·SEE YOU THERE!!

~arch 16, 19.79, PAINT, Paqe 5

Survey·'79 lJpdate
THANl5S FOR HELPING:
Asian Affairs Club
David Sundling
MINI Q RES,ULTS

Most of our respondents (75%) were generally ~atisfied with
North.e astern as a plqce to go to school or work. However, when
asked if they would choose to come to UNI if the choice were to
be made again, only 59% responded affirmatively.

I

.

_How could Northeastern be improved? A considerable number
.of comments and suggestions were offered by our respondents.
Some were:

Is smoking pot more detrimental to one health than drinking
alcohol? Although 25% of our respondents felt that it was, the
majority ( 63%) did not. The remaining wer.e undecided.

1. Tighter admission standards are needed.
2. Get instructors who don' t talk about their personal lives instead of what we should be learning.
·· ·
3. Offer more classes and school _activities. 4. Offer more undergraduate evening classes .
5. Off er fewer 100- and 200-level " mickey .mouse" courses and
more 300- and 400-level courses.
6. A more positive attitude and respect from the faculty for students is needed.
7. Coordinate scheduling better.
8. Better housekeeping is needed.
9. Bring the Art Center to campus by using vacant residential
school buildings.
JO. EnlaJ ge the campus .
11. More honesty, less backstabbing and higher pay for Civil
Service personnel is needed.
12. Begin a school of engineering.
13. Spend more money on journals.
14 . Some discipline of students is needed.
15. The employment office could find jobs other than those that
are clerical.
16. A more efficient Financial Aid and Records · Office· are
needed.
17. The Business and Management Department needs a face
lift. '
18. Allow more money for the science departments.
19. Stop giving me _ parking tickets just because I can't find a
valid place to park! Make a bigger parking lot.
20. There's too much of a high school atmosphere sometimes.
Academic quality and reputation need upgrading.
21. The Admissions Office needs a better, quicker way to process students and more understanding in straightening out students' records. ( Although this comment is printed in condensed
fo rm . it was·forwarded in its entirety to the Admissions office .)
KEEP THOSE SURVEY '79 QUESTIONNAIRE BOOKLETS
COMING IN! EAC~ ONE OF THEM IS IMPORTANT.

Putting the question of effect on health aside, there were almost
twice as many of our respondents who indicated they favor the
legalization of marijuana as there were those ,.who don' t. Few
were undecided on the i!;,sue.

If spelunking is your thing , don' t plan an e xcursion for that
purpose with any of our respondents who said it was a waterskiing technique or those who saidi_t was a method of tempering
steel. If you do spelunk and your reputation is important to you,
don' t tell the others who said it was immoral. Just go explore
y~ur cave.
Though Ronald Williams may be one of the better dressed members of the university community, he did not (as far as we
_know ) appear in Brook Brothers ads before coming to
Northeastern as some of our respondents thought. Neither did
he produce Broadway musicals or design nuclear busses. As
most of our respondents know, Dr. Williams was the Provost of
Federal City College in Washington, D.C. before becoming president of UNL
Can it be that there are those who are willing to let recollections
of their happy, carefree college days fade away? Appa rently so,
_53% of our respondents indicated that they didn' t want a _
yearbook last year and most of them didn't get one.
The RELICS staff might want to know, however, that some of
the 47% who did want a yearbook didn't get one. Alas.!
Treasured memories of UNI may be forgotten .
Most of our respondents have a favorable impression of
-Northeastern's academic quality:
9% indicated they thought it w.. a_ s excellent
69% felt it was good
16% said it was fair
6% said it was poor

UNI _Earth Scientist
Makes New Discovery'
Periotitic Kamatiite may be peridotitic komatiites • were American and African continents
.. just another rock .. to many but known to occur exclusively in the that culminated in the formation
to Dr. Hansa D. Upadhyay of Archean l 2500 m illion years or of the Appalachian mountains
Northeastern·s Earth Science de- older) rock sequenees of shield some 350 million yea rs agol . Dr.
·partment ••it is an extremely in- areas that had lead many earth Upadhyay·s paper is also exteresting rock type in ·terms of scientists to theorize that this an- pected to have sign.ificant bearunraveling Earth's tectonic his- cient time period was marked by ing oh the birth and annihilation
tory" . Dr. Upadhyay has re- certa in unique geological condi- · 9f oceans and the overall
cently discovered peridotitic lions such as the existence of ex- phenomena of plate tectonics in
komatiitefromtheislandofNew- tremely thin and fragile the very early stages of Earth's
foundland which is the first re- lithosphere l the uppermost hard- history.
port of the existence of such a rock layer of the Earth). very
Dr. Upadhyay is also serving
rock in Phanerozoic \ 600 million high heat flow etc. that were on the Steering Committee of the
years or younger) terranes. This never repeated in the subsequent International Komatiite Klub and
finding was published in a recent segment of the planet's history.
i~ currently in charge of preparissue of Science: a prestigious Dr. Upadhyay·s work challenges · ing a summary of the komatiiteweekly of the American Associa- this widely held view and sug- related geology of Newfoundland
tion for the Advancement of gests that t~e ·peridotitic region .
Science .
komatiites do not represent an
Various parts of Newfoundland
Peridotitic komatiites are .. Archean only·· phenomena. The - referred to by Dr. Upadhyay in
characterized by geochemical Archean-type conditions , he his Science paper. are not toally
parameters such as extremely maintains could have very well foreign to Northeastem·s student
high magnesium and . low.· been reproduced in the community: in 1975 he lead a
ti tanium contents an·d indicate Phanerozoic time though ab- team of students to this region to
the prey_a lance of exceeding high- normally high concentration of· conduct a course ·entitled .. Field
temperature conditions. They heat -producing r_adioactive Studies in Eastern Canada"
afso carry unequivocal evidence · . minerals and /or a local thinning which is jointly sponsored by the
for having arrived at Earth's sur- of the ,lithosphere. Since the ter- Det1a'rtment of Earth Sciences
face in a completely liquid form . rane that hosts these komatiites · and the Program for Inas attested by - the presence of in Newfoundland represents an terdisciplinary Education. Part
skeletal crystals of minerals like ancjent ocean floor l thrust . on of his research has been funded
olivine ·a nd pyroxene with lots of land as a result of coHision by Northeastern's Committee on
interstitial · glass. Hitherto. betwe~n ancestral ,-. North Organi;,;ed Research . _ ··

Krochs &.. Brentanos
,,

DOrTBLOW

YOUR
.MIND•••
EXPAND
IT!
CLI FF 'S NOT ES put you in"
side the heavy stuff... the
novels, plays & poems that
can add real meaning to your
life if you really u nderstand,
them. CUFF'S NOTES can
help!
Ecology ... we're working on it! During the past 14 years
~LI FF'S NOT ES has used over 2,400,000 tons of paper
using recycled pulp.·
·
·
Morr than 200 titles

Avail4ble <1I all 18 K& B stores

.,.

l(rochs &. Brentanos
?9 So uth W:1l>ash Av\'nu·,, C,: t11c;19ci I_
L 60603 • (3 1?) 332-7-500
B RANCH STORES : 516 N . Michigan An . • 62 E. Randolph SI. • 16 s LaSalle SI .
,1711 Sherman Ave ., Ewanslon • 1028 l~~e St. . Oak Park• Nor1h Mall, Old Orchau:i
Oakbrook C•n ter • Evergreen Pia.ta • At.-er Oaks • Lincoln Mall • Rand hl, 1 c Irr
Hawthorn Center • The Mall at CherryVa'e ( ROCklord) • Woodlteld Mall • ;:,. ve::1.,
· Center _• Water ,:-ower Pl•~.• • Ort■ n.d Square , ·
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Playing Fast And
Loose With History
And the Vampire Deinyth ified

buttered

papcar,n
by Daa Peano•

Dick Clark is not the world' s
oldest teenager. Martin is. He's
eighty-four and looks about ready
to graduate from high school.
What is the secret of his remarkable retention of youth you
ask? A special diet is the answer.
for Martin is a vampire in a film
liy George Romero.
Romero should be remembered for the its-so:bad-its-trulygreat. horror cult classic. NIGHT
OF THE LIVING DEAD. With an
ensemble of grade Z actors.
Romero coaxed an extraordinary ·
number of authentic blood curdling moments in the low-budget
shocker. The long awaited sequel
to the 1968 triumph of gore.
DAWN OF THE DEAD. will be
released this summer.
Between t_h~se two films were

shameful condition. Somehow the
need to consume human blood
does not equate with bed-wetting
or epilepsey. but you have to give
Romero credit for trying.
In depicting the frustrations involved in acquiring victims to
satisfy this peculiar anti-social
craving with the everyday
tedium of life in a suburb of Pittsburgh all but the fanatic~lly devoted are goif)g to be crawling
the walls from an o\·erdose of
tedium.
There are some wonderful moments and some entertaining
concepts in MARTIN . To relieve
some of the !onliness he·faces the
maladjusted kid strikes up a
phone relationship with a radio
talk show host . When he is taken
into his relative·s home his Old

AGATHA. The film is a so-called
fictional solution to a real me
mystery concerning the disappearance of the mystery writer.
Agatha Christie.
The film which stars Vanessa
Redgrave as the grand dame of
the genteel who-dunit and Dustin
Hoffman as the American who
according to the screenplay is
able to solve the mystery. Hof-

Crime of the Century appears in
this film not to possess the combined intelligence to blow out •a
candle.
Led by Peter Falk in an overcoat even more ludicrous than
Lt . Columbo·s. the gang consists
of such gifted chara~ter actors as
Paul Sorvino. Warren Oates. Allen Goorwitz I formerly Garfieldl
and Peter Boyle. who occasional-

doned . The long and iqvolved
search for the bandits and their
eventual trial and convictions are
,presented leaving the time span
up to the viewer to do his own research on the matter.
THE BRINKS JOB is silly
enough to entertain as is. but also
involving enough to make the
non-fiction account by Noel
Behn. " The Big Stick-Up at

John Amplas as Martin, the world's oldest teenager'. prepares to enjoy his next victim.

fman is quite · good as the Iv looses his Irish accent but not Brink· s"' quite appealing.
newspaperman but the movie the mania in which the character
Two of the actual gang m~m- ·
starts more inquirys than it is played.
bers. Sar:idy Richardson and
solves .
One of the astounding things ··.Jazz"' Maffie were involved in
Vanessa Redgrave as Agatha Christie discovers she has disappeared.
AGATHA is a movie that could about this him is that while in the promotion for the film . In
a couple of other low-budget ef- World uncle announces. ·· First I use drinking fountain . Its much real life the gang had a little Boston they were personally
forts in the shock and terror will save your soul and then I will
too dry. and the gaps in the
more on the ball. the heist. itself. greeted and shook hands with the
, category. THE CRAZIES ~d destroy you. Nosferatu. He then
logical progression of clues are was the piece of cake it appears present president of the Brink·~
MARTIN. THE CRAZIES. which casually follows up with showing
tremendously galling. One of the
in the movie. Its hard to believe Company. They each served
ran on Channel 32 last year. . him to his new room . complete
problems with the fictional acthat such a respected securit y about fourteen years for their
caused a bit of controversy as the with strands of garlic on the door. count is that the factual account
company would have such lousy part of the robbery and claim
film was broadcast in an unwasn' t all that exciting or really serurity. but it did .
Interspliced in the color film
they ··actually did Brink's a
edited version thus retaining all are black and white flashbacks to
that hard to figure out .
It's a lso true there are holes in favor" by robbing them .
the strong language and the un- the Old Country when Martin"s
The real Miss Christie claimed
the fabric of the movie you could
William Friedkin has done
disguised violence of the original career in the blood business was she had amnesia wheri she was
easily drive several Brink·s fil mgoers a favor by seeing the
theatrical version.
just starting out. Romero·s eye located staying in. the same - trucks through. positioned side potential of their stor:,.· and makMARTIN is the least graphic of . as a director is sharper here than establishment as that of her
by side . Also. once the robbery is ing the success of some small
Romero's films and the most sub- in the modern day listlessness. husband· s mistress . the same
committed the device of dates time ope rators into some very
Archibald Christie she ~ould
appearing on the screen is aban- funn.v film making .
later divorce. But for some rf ason the newspapers played up
the missing days and the police
For Over 40 Years The Standard of
were out in force dragging ponds
Excellence In Test Preparatiqn.
and exami,ning neighboring fields
..
.
and meadows. inch by inch. for
the novelist's body. when her car
was found abondoned .
SRE • 8RE PSYCH • &RE BIO • &MAT
THE BRINKS JOB is another
case of where a movie is based on
PCAT • OCAT •VAT~ MAT• SAT
an actua l incident. in this case.
I
NATIONAL MEDICAL BOARDS •VQE • ECFMG I
the robbery of the Brinks Office
FLEX • NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
in Boston .oDi rector William
I
I
Friedkin. who achieved fame for
I
Visit Ally Center A1d St• For
I
THE FRENCH CONNECTION
ll"a
• • Y11rsott WIiy w, lillk1 Th Diff1r1oc1 .
and THE EXORCIST. is hardly
IWI
TEST PRl:PARATION
[-■ Cllllf
SPECIALISTS SINCE , _
one to let the facts of the matter
~::~:.
~::isl~:::~~,~
stand in his way of entertaining
The Gang that Robbed Brink's, (.lead by Peter Falk, center).
an a udience .
.
SPRING, SUIIIIER.
dued in other areas as well. At But capturing· a few good notions.
This film is a loopy comedy ·
times it seems to be a parody of some interesting twists and a reCHICAGO CENTER
FALL INTEIIIIYES
about a. serious heist. Friedkin"s
4216 N. CLARK
the public television documen- ticent _e ight-foul' year old first film . THE NIGHT THEY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
COURSES STARTING
60660
THIS MONTH:
. tary rather than a shocker of an teenager does not sustain the pic- RAIDED MINSKY S. was a lovJl 2 l 764 - 5151
.
MC AT---~AT---LSAT
.
urban vampire from Indianapolis ture.
ing and comic salute to
, ho visits his relatives in a subMartin may be able to go long vaudeville . THE BRINKS JOB is
DAT--- ,1RE
urb of Pittsburgh. Irony replaces periods without seeking nourish- a throwback to his early days of
------------------gore. although not entirely. ·
ment but we. as members of the
• s w. SUBURBAN
period costumes and characters
19 S. LAGRANGE RD.
NEXT MONTH :
Romero' s film with wolfish- audience . need a semi-constant
who were truly characters.
SUITE 201
LAGRANGE, ILLINOIS
SAT---4 WK/M9AT
faced John Amplas in the title supply of involvement that
Its as if the Three Stooges de60525
role tries to demythify the MARTIN is unable to supply.
()12))52-5840
GRE
cided to go into crime with the
legends and allow the viewer to/
For lntotlMUon About 01"lef C.n..,._ In More Thin IIO Ma1or US CiliN I Abroad
Which is much the case in · Marx Brothers. The gang that
•
OUTIIOE N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE: I00-223-1712 •
develop some sympathy for a another one-word title movie. pulled what the FBI called the
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STANLEY H. KAPLAN
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Little Girl.
Good things
packages '!!·

come

in

big

Bob.
I' m, the
fessional !1

neighborhood

pro-

Babe

The Persian Cat

Hawkeye .
Thanks for the ride Monday .
'Twas much appreciated. ·
Trapper--RobRoy.
Thanks for the invite. " Twas a
grea t time plus. Don' t forget me
_ next year. Yaaaa a aaaa ...
vin rose

Kim .
" GQt m y mind made up. come
on. you can get it girl any time
tonight is fine . 000h'
Instant Funk

Doc .
I think there's an opening on
the new Illinois ConCon committee. Let' s nominate Bill! ! !
J . Hancock
·uncle Da n .
Tha nks for being the _othe r half
of the winning strec1_k . I'm not
sure who I was happier to beat.
J a mes or OLN ' ' '
partner
Quag.
At least we proved that the re
can be committ~es which work
longe r a nd harde r t a nd can be
more trying ! tha n election committees.
A fe llow blue ribbon

G. S. &Bean.
Mr . Richard Black needs a job.
B & J--'
Dear the 6'2" Blonde Fox.
msM y name isn' t thissy but it's
close . If you think I am the most
bea utiful girl you have ever seen.
come and make yourself known.
I will be in smiler·s every Thursday night. You _know who I am·
but I don' t know you. So identify
yourse lf '''
Thissy?
.Jeff a nd Sherry.
Sorry to hear about ~-our
divorce.
On Stage Majority
To Whom It May Conce rn.
I would like to know who is
writing notes to me on the
bathroom walls a t s miler·s.
BEWARE '!!

/

Tom .
Al ways keep your ta nk on fu ll
and you· II never run out.

Quacky.
Waddle over to my pa d fo r
some je ll y fis h jello a nd some
weed from the frogs.
Quack to ya always.
Quacky I_
Mrs. Eddie Haske ll.
Look around' Do you see a ny
ducks?
Soul Man
Ba rb.
We have to plan our strategy.
Should we make it a sneak attack
or an ambush????
A.R.

Tootsie Baby.
rm in the mood for M-6 soon.
please .
D.E.H
.Kevin.
No one can question justice.
but the m an who holds to .truth
will always know the answer.
The loyal twelve

J ewel.
How would you like to take up
BODY-BUILDING?? !! Let' s go
shopping at Kohls t and pick up a
few things! l
Your wild & crazy frien~s.
P a tti . Sue. J oann & Kathy
Dear .. Talk-to.Yourself"
Sorry the " Sun. pizza lie" got
you upset . I had to do it. I know
you don't accept it but try to unde rstand . Yell ing helps. uh? I
should try it. The waiting is hard.
but us ua ll y pays off in the end.
Love . one clean mitten
&
One dirty mitten
DearC.N.
r II be ni_ce this week to give
you a c hance for revenge. but re membe r I know all a bout one certain "footprint'! !"
Love. G.S.
Jim.
There qre times when I say
things that shouldn' t be said. last
Friday was one of those tim~s.
rm sorry!
Helen

Rose.
I wond~r why he' s the greatest
dancer. He' s my "Creme de la
Creme". He has the kind of body
that would shame Adonis. If. you
know who I mean?
Le freak

To all disco lovers.
" Let' s do the Greg"
The gang at Frankensteins
C.O'C .:
Thanks for listening all the
time and for your assurance.' •
S.K. .
Rumor has it you took a sip of
liquor Sat. night. It' s so unlike
you!!
Sue I..
Congratulations on being Godmoth_e r. Also. I hope your " get
together" went the way we
wanted it to !
Love. Suez.
Zeike r .
I will miss you when you're
gone and I hope you have a
chance to miss me when you
come back ! I find out this week .
Love. MeZ.
Dick. ·
I find out next week if you will
have a place to stay in Winter
Park . If ybu find that special someone . you can bring her too. We
will show youa great time.
Ts. Sue
Tennis and Weights.
This has got to stop' I cannot
tell which is a di,9gra m note or a
doodle anymore . Weights try to
show to class on time fo r a
cha nge.
Bowling
!\fatt a nd Kathy.
Your the best . both of you.
Keep on s milin' . You' ll last for

Babynails.
I love Tony· s hand kissing.
How romantic!
Love.
Babyteeth
D.J . and Little Girl.
Keep on dancin! ! !

Babe . Cittle Sister Pledges.
·· Tlie ice cre,<1m party was great
and filling . It really turned out
Rose.
I love your imitations! Do Dan nice -- good work !
JH
and Mark one more time. please!
JH
Ca rol.
Those nocturnal habits have to
Danny.
You are very special to me. stop . From one · bipedal to
Let' s stay together and make it another. your hair looks good.
·
Knuckie Wa lke r
happen . r II never forget 3-2-79. ( I
still don't believe it!!! 1
Dana .
Love you!
Happy Birthdaf
The girl with the note
Dan Fogelberg

BBC .

rm sure the angels will be able
to handle that treacherous beach
with no problem.
Galaxy and Phoenix
Dinsdale.
Have you heard of any more
parties lately? If so we can survive them together as always! I
hope they are not like the last
two '
Bat Cave

Cissy.
Don"t wo r ry we' ll figure this
m~·stery person out yet.
Love.
a frie nd who cares
To shades of Thom K.
Your coloring is perfect. your
cuffs are tucked nea t. but the
motive of your madness is fa r
fro m incomplete.
I. '.\fagnin-mi nd

Chris.
(,.ove those gym shoes.
_ Secret a dmirer

Jerry.
Disco danc ing must be rough
with a ll those girls jumping on
your back . Shiny shirts agree
with you .
He le n.
Dzi~ku je.

Joyce .
The e nd is near

Your Polish
fan club

Getting nearer

Lucy Blue.
One of these days rm going to Battlestar Galactica .
I' ve decided not to wa it for
go out with you guys and start my
own napkin collection -- maybe • directions from Starbuck or the ·
Imperial Putz. but go out- on
even on Rush Street.
Koko . pionee r missions on my own. It' s
a good thing those were only e xperimental flights since they proH~ppy Birthday Joe.
ved negative. but I still wish
Any requests?
Starbuc k would have come ...
All our Love . ·
NanuNanu
Ma ry Francis Kincaid
R-andal l-c-and

. . . .-. .------~--bee
A fri e nd who
loves ya both

Carol.
Just thought I'd say HI! !!! Do
you have any Flip-Flash?? ? ''' I
think I' II do my nails ...
I think I'm REALLY in love .
Your pal.
Patti

R

rdner

a

I

p

d

h

.Surpr ised ,
,
Are hot dogs with tattoos reall y
exciti ng? What about the secret
potion? Been used lately? But
then that's onl y for those of us
who say .. No! ..
B.

Re member . . ALWAYS HIT
THE BALL!'! But! Next time
~e the racquet!

Concert Goe rs.
· If you have any tickets to sell
fo r :s Gino Vine Ii i. or Dan
Fogelberg . Please. Please ad- ·
ve rtise or call 28.1-2876.
People who want
togo
,The Ki d .
Next ti.me we get happy feet at
ban;mas. l~ts clea r off the dance
floo r and show them what we got. B. Baluschi

SprO\f
One honest ma n WILL make a
difference . You·re the.one Kevi n.
The backbone
Tiger.
Remember our pack . Your the
, best friend anyone · could e\'er
have.
Love Froggie
Judy.
Can I borrow you r notes from
Friday night? Saturday night rea lly lifted me out of the big
DODD. Did you ever thin~ of
becomi ng a professional photographer?
Signed.
One of Your D Sisters

2235 Wct1t Howerd St.
Chicago
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SA TU RDA Y - March
17
I
St. Patrick's Dav Celebration

6~.;
4!t~~ -

LAD IES NITE
60 4 Drinks All Ni11i

MEN'S NITE

1 / 2 Pra Drinks • I to 12

25 4BEERS - 8 101 2

Kings Productions, the largest producer of professional Live Shows
for t heme parks, will be auditioning at:

Northw estern Unive rsity, Evanston, llllnols
Louis Room, Norris Univ. Center,
Tues., March 27, 2-6 :30 P.M.

Seasonal performers are needed at:
KINGS ISLAND, Cincinnati, OH KINGS DOMINION, Richmond, VA
CAROWINDS, Charlotte, N C Hanna-Barbera·s MARl~ELAND, LA, CA

S 17 5 - $200 / w eek SINGERS• DANCERS• INSTRU MENTALISTS
Round , trip airfare paid for hired performers traveling over 250 miles to work at the parks.

KINGS PRODUCTIONS, Cincinnati, Ohio 45 219

Mary.
Have you been popping any
popcorn lately? Next 'time remember to melt the butter before
vou put it on the popcorn!
KS.ANDR.D.
Kim.
This week . let's not try to lose
any dim~s in the ice cream
machines! "Got my mind made
up. come on. you can get it. ge_t it
girl. anytime. tonight is fine' ..
R.D.

FREE DISCO DANCE LESSONS

Sunday t hru Th ursday
f'rlday . Saturday• .,

■

$1.50 PITCHERS - 8to10

EVERYNITE - Disco D ANc, _NG

Positions Available - No Experience Required
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Tennis 'Team Finishes Third
by t.:raig Horwitz
and Dick Quagliano
The Northeastern Men's Tennis team opened their season last
Friday with an impr:essive third
place finish in the Steven' s Point
" Pointer Indoor Tennis Tournament' '. The third place finish was "
a " pleasant surprise" to coach
Ron Faloona.
The Go) den Eagles had thei r
first match against host Stevens

Point. The Eagles upset the . semi-finals against Stout. The
highly favored Pointers 5-4. The · Eagles put up a good battle. but
their doubles teams faltered as
results :
the Eagles fell 54. Bellen 64 :
Brian Bellen I 7-6) 12-6) ' t 3-6) : 64 : Kerstes 2-6 : 4-6: Reyes 7-5:
Tom Kerstes 14-6) t 7-5l 17-6l: 64 : Tanaka 7-5: 7-6 : Horwitz 3-6 :
Mike Reves 4-6: 7-6 : 6-3: Lance 4-6 : Inda 6-7 : 3-6. Bellen-Kerstes
Tanaka 5-7 : 4-6 : Craig Horwitz 4-6 : 3-6 : Re yes-Tanaka 6-7 : 3-6 :
64 : 6-2 : Randy Inda 6-7 : 64: 4-6. Horwitz-Inda 64 : 2-6 : 6-3.
Bellen-Berstes 6-3 : 7-6: ReyesUNI' s next match is April 2nd
.Tanaka 7-5: 6-3: Horwitz-Inda against North Park. The Eagles
home opener is twh bas later
4-6: 1-6.
This moved the Eagles into the against Aurora College.

The 1979 Women' s basketball team. They finished their season "ith
their best record ever, finishing 14-8.

~
~

~

The Quag-mire

~

.

It' s Baseball Time
Christopher also revealed his
The varsity baseball team starting line-up for Friday· s
opens their 1979 campaign today game at DePauw. At first base
with a game against DePauw will be Randy Zagorski. at
University of Indiana . This second will be Dan Fabrizio. at
year' s team boasts 17 players re- short will be Tony Pietro. and at
turning from last year' s 11-18 re- the hot corner will be Scott Lancord. The Golden Eagles also · caster. In the outfield Larry
have a new coach this year in the Gates will start in right. Joe Trotperson of Ron Christopher. The ta will be patrolling 'center. and
rookie coach hails from Stein- Dan Patinaude will be in left.
metz High School where his Behind the plate will be Al Forst
many successes include a city and Jerry Haybrook will be the
championship.
designated hitter. Christopher
This year's t~am has many big did not say who would start.
hitters and Coach Christopher exChristopher is expecting a
. pects to score many runs. " Our tough battle in the conference
strong point this year should be this year. "I see the teams to
our hitting. But the big question beat to be Lewis. St. Francis and
will be our pitching."
last year' s champ. St. Xavier."
The reason for the concern is But according to Christopher.
that the Eagles' two best hurlers " We can beat anybody on any
will _b e ineligible due to given day. but to Win this conacademics until mid-April. But ference we must have consistentbecause of the weather and its ly good games from all our
forcing the cancellations of players ...- - - - •
games the two pitchers may not
The Eagles will play tfirer
miss many turns in the rotation.
home games this year at
During the early part of the Peterson Park. which is the old
season Christopher will count on T.B . Sanata rium . Home games
three righthanders to carry most start at 3:300 p.m .
of the load. Sophomore Sal
T HE GOLDEN QUAIL
UrsilJO, Junior Jerry Byers. and AWARD goes to Linda Bergles
Senior Wayne Burton will lead for winning the Intramural
Christopher's staff in the early Women· s Badminton Tournapart of the season.
ment
0

'

Army-NciY): Surplus • Camping Goods
YOUR LOCAL UNCLE DAN' S IS AT
3350 Bryn ~ awr,.Chlcago

588-9190

STOP IN
AND GIVE US
A TRY! !

YOUR COLD WEATHER CLOTH~NG SPECIALIST! !
NORTH EASTERN I LLINOI S UNIVERSITY '
MEN'S VARSITY BASEBA LL SCHEDULE
1979
DAY

DATE

Sat .
Sat .
Wed .

March 17
March 24
March 28
March 30
March 31
March 27
April 1
April 2
April 5
April 6
Apri l 7
April 9
April 10
April 11
Ap,-il 13
April 15
April 17

Fri.
Sat .
Tue.
Sun .
Mon .
Thur.

Fri.
Sat.
Mon .
Tue.
Wed .
Fri.
Su n.
Tue.
Thur.
Fri.
Sun.
Mon .
Tue.
Wed .
Thur .
Sun .

Tues.
Wed.
Thur.

Fri.
Sat.
Su n.
Mon.
Wed.

April
Apr il
April
April
April
Apr il
A pril
Apr il
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

19
20
22
23
24
25
26
29
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9

OPPONENT
DePauw 12)
M ilton 12)
Harper 12)
Concordia
Triton 12)
Wright 12)

Illinois Benedictine
Chicago State

St. Francis
Purdue • Calument.
St . Fr ancis ( 2) ·
Ill inois • Chicago Circle
Northwest ern
Lewis
Illinois • Chicago Circle
St. Xavier 12)
Ill inois Insti tute of Technology
SPRING TRIP
Western Kentu~ky 12)
Western Kentucky
Washington 12)
Southeast Missouri 12)
Greenville 12)
OPEN
OPEN
George Williams 12)
Chicago State

Lewis
Purdue - Calu ment
Illinois Institu te of Techn ol ogy
Aurora 12)
CONFERENCE PLAY-OFF DATE
Wisco nsin· 12)
N .A .I.A. District Playof fs

PL ACE

TIME

Away
Away ·
Away
Away
Away
Ho me
//.way
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away

1:00 P.M ,
12:00 P.M .
1:30 P.M .
3:00
1:00
1:00
1:00

P.M.
P.M.
P,M .
P.M .
3:30 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
12:00 P.M .
3:00 P.M .
3:00 P.M .
3:30 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
12:00 P.M .
, 3:30 P.M.

Away
Away
Away
Away
Away

1:00 -P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 ·P.M.
1:00· P.M.

Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away

12:00 P.M.
3:00P.M.
7:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
12:!)0 P.M.

Away

2:00 P.M.

J.M. Prints
And Now ·The Playoffs
by Nick Calogeropoulos
Already scoring two 100 point
games . the Hard Ups 15-11 came
close to doing it again as they extended their winning streak to
five in a row jn the final game of
the Thursday 1:00 league. by
smoking the Hawks 1241 9349.
The first half had the Hard Ups
coasting by a · considera ble
margin ~ue to phenomenal shooting and 3 point plays by Don
" Bomber·· Horn. plus the con-

'tinual raking of rebounds by Jay
Krueger.
The Hawks just couldn"t contend with the quicker. stronger
and more experienced Hard Ups.
as the Hard Ups continually used
fast breaks and inside play to put
away the lowly Hawks.
Pairing off for the playoffs on
Thursday March 22 are the
following teams : Latin Connection 16-0l vs. Buzzers 15-1 l Hard
Ups 15-1 l vs. Dazz I6-0l Stack

Squad 15-0l vs. Pacers 14-ll Express II 14-1 >vs. T.K.E . 15-01
The Print Power Ratings
I. Dazz 13 16-060
2. Stack Squad 6-0 54
3. E xpress II 4-148
4. Latin Connection 6-0 36
5. TKE 5-030
6. Hard-U ps 5-1 27
7. Buzzers 5- 1 21
8. Untouchables 4-2 15_
9. Pacers 4-l 9
10. Wildcats 3-2 3

